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I want to start by offering Chair Lyons and your Committee my sincere gratitude for your
leadership on this issue. Voices is always interested in context, we know you have a very full
agenda and won’t dive into the intersections of racial justice, economic justice, and reproductive
justice today - but I am happy to meet with you in the future to talk about this more.

I realize that your Committee has discussed the Federal Poverty Guidelines. DCF’s basic needs
budget is similar to the federal poverty threshold that is used to determine eligibility for many
programs – similar in that it is unrealistically low.

Why does this matter?
At a time when the higher end of our continuum of care is in crisis, it is important to zoom out. If
we fail to shift towards stability, we can predict that about half of the children who are on Reach
Up today will receive benefits as adult participants. We know that persistent poverty is harmful
to kids, and parenting in poverty creates a level of stress that is untenable. Adults often call
child protective services when barriers to safe housing, adequate food, transportation to
healthcare and more start showing up in children’s behaviors. While kids are not taken into
state care due to poverty alone, we know that the symptoms of poverty create understandable
concern and therefore, kids who are living in poverty are much more likely to come into state
custody. We hear about kids being restrained in foster homes, switching placements at
alarming rates, and quickly ending up without placement options. Voices encourages this
committee to prioritize early opportunities for well being alongside the other difficult
conversations that are necessary this session.

In addition, Voices has heard from mothers who are in an unsafe setting at home, but without a
financial safety net, they are stuck deciding which terrible option is best for their kids. If they
leave and don't have the capacity to meet basic needs, they fear the court will grant custody to
the unsafe parent. They also worry about the unknown dangers of emergency housing options.
Having a safety net gives people space to make decisions that are in their children's best
interest.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtzV9O9i6AM
https://outside.vermont.gov/dept/DCF/Shared%20Documents/ESD/Reports/Analysis-RU-Use-Since-1991.pdf
https://outside.vermont.gov/dept/DCF/Shared%20Documents/ESD/Reports/Analysis-RU-Use-Since-1991.pdf


We have asked parents the obvious question “how do you make the Reach Up budget work?”.
Most prioritize bills based on what utility might be turned off first. They forgo all “unnecessary”
expenses, like eyeglasses. Those who have the privilege of credit, take on debt that takes
decades to pay back. Poverty is expensive.

  What does under funding Reach Up look like for the community and provider networks?
You have heard that many of our systems are stretched thin. When we don’t adequately fund
Reach Up, the demand for other services rises. It creates a burden on the families (needing to
know who to contact to meet each specific need, self identifying poverty repetitively, and filling
out multiple applications) and it transfers the state’s responsibility to under-resourced
community organizations.

How does the ratable reduction impact the Reach Up program?
The new engagement model established with last year’s policy improvements will only work well
if families have the financial resources to participate. The number of families participating in the
Post-Secondary Education (PSE) Program has been steadily decreasing over the last decade.
We have heard from parents who are interested in PSE opportunities, but cannot make it work
with their current family demands.

Continuing to underfund Reach Up harms children. Voices appreciates the spot the legislature
is in when it receives a budget that includes significant budget gaps. We look forward to a day
when that is not the case. In the meantime, it is important to acknowledge that every dollar
invested in children, youth, and families matters.

As a Committee, you have many opportunities in front of you. The Reach Up Colaition would
like to respectfully make a few recommendations:

● Accept House Human Services language to create a structural change within the
FY2024 budget. It is important to use current estimates when creating basic needs
estimates for children, youth, and families. We currently use a 2019 basic needs budget
to determine our Reach Up grants (see HHS language below).

● Add $3 million to the FY24 Budget to bring the Basic Needs Budget up to 2023 levels.
● Create similar language for the Reach Up housing allowance. We last updated the

housing allowance in 2001. We know housing is complex and difficult. These structural
changes are critical to the success of this program.

● Pass H.94 and look for opportunities to sunset the ratable reduction ASAP. This will
show a commitment to meeting the program’s goals and statutory purpose. It will be
critical to ensure that the report created is implemented with the urgency that it deserves.

I’d like to conclude by acknowledging our growing and thriving Reach Up Coalition and once
again offer my gratitude for the work that you are doing to create a more equitable safety net for
Vermont.

HHS recommended language can be found here:

https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Legislative-Reports/Evaluation-of-Reach-Up-January-2023.pdf
https://ljfo.vermont.gov/assets/Uploads/c95cd80747/WFY-2023-Unfunded-Budget-Pressures-ReportDepartment-of-Finance-and-Management1-27-2022.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/House%20Human%20Services/FY2024%20Proposed%20Budget/Budget%20Memo%20to%20HAC/W~Theresa%20Wood~FY2024%20Budget%20Memo%20from%20House%20Committee%20on%20Human%20Services%20to%20House%20Committee%20on%20Appropriations%20-%20Language~3-2-2023.pdf


Sec. X. 33 V.S.A. § 1103 is amended to read:

§ 1103. ELIGIBILITY AND BENEFIT LEVELS

(a) Financial assistance shall be given for the benefit of a dependent child to the relative or

caretaker with whom the child is living, unless otherwise provided. The amount of financial

assistance to which an eligible person is entitled shall be determined with due regard to the

income, resources, current basic needs calculation, and maintenance available to that person

and, as far as funds are available, shall provide that person a reasonable subsistence compatible

with decency and health. The Commissioner may fix by rule maximum amounts of financial

assistance and act to ensure that the expenditures for the programs shall not exceed

appropriations for them consistent with section 101 of this title. In no case shall the

Department expend State funds in excess of the appropriations for the programs under this

chapter.




